JAMB MULLION DETAILS

1
EXTERNAL "I"
THERMALLY-BROKEN
JAMB MULLION

1A
EXTERNAL "I"
THERMALLY-BROKEN
JAMB MULLION

SERIES 4070-T LOCK JAMB TO SERIES 4800-T*

SERIES 3070-T LOCK JAMB TO SERIES 4800-T*

2
EXTERNAL "I"
THERMALLY-BROKEN
JAMB MULLION

SERIES 4800-T TO SERIES 4800-T

OX SLIDING DOOR MULLED TO 4800-T

4800-T MULLED TO 4800-T

*CANNOT USE CONTINUOUS SILL PAN WITH MS SYSTEMS.
EXTERIOR RATED PRODUCTS HAVE WEEP SLOTS ON HORIZONTAL SILLS.